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WHAT IS POLITICAL INEQUALITY?

How do economic and demographic 
differences translate into politics?


1. Who turns out to vote?


2. Who do they vote for?


3. Who gets elected?


4. Who gets their preferred policy?


5. And who ends up happy?
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1.2.1 Participatory Inequalities  
 

Inequalities exist among people in their ability and propensity to participate in both the electoral process and 
politics more generally. At a basic level, not all adults, even in a democracy, are enfranchised. In some countries, 
there are sizeable numbers of immigrants or other non-enfranchised groups (e.g. prisoners in the United States) 
that do not have access to the vote, and thus are excluded from the electoral process. As recent debates about 
voting rights in the United States demonstrates, the boundaries of inclusion in advanced democracies remain 
contested. 

Even where there is more universal enfranchisement of the adult population, some - but not all - wealthy 
democracies, lower income, lower education, younger and marginalized groups vote at lower rates than other 
social groups. While early scholarship on socio-economic gaps in participation pointed to large gaps in the United 
States as compared to European countries (Topf 1995), more recent work shows such gaps are not unique to 
the US context, but vary substantially in magnitude (Gallego 2015).  

Similar, or greater gaps between the highly educated and other groups exist for other forms of political 
participation – both in representative government (e.g. contacting politicians) - and non-electoral politics (e.g. 
participating in protests) (Verba et al. 1995, Schlozman et al 2012). Russ Dalton’s (2017) cross-national analysis 
of participation across a wide variety of political activities, from donating to parties to engaging in protest 
activities, finds social-status gaps on multiple dimensions as citizens become politically active in groups. As one 
of the dons of American political science, EE Schattschneider, famously wrote: “The flaw in the pluralist heaven is 
that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class accent.” 

Thus, inequalities exist both in the process of selecting representatives, the most basic and `thin’ component of 
the democratic process, and in engaging in political life in a more regular and continuous way – both through 
contact and interactions with elected representatives and through social movements and activism. How do 
these inequalities relate to economic inequality?  
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VOTING IN BRITAIN SINCE THE 1960S

How has voter turnout and voter behaviour changed 
over the past half century as economic inequality 
has risen?


Political inequality can come from differential 
turnout and from the degree to which voting 
patterns match socio-economic status.


We use BES data for General Elections from 1964 
to 2019, predicting (a) turnout and (b) voting 
Conservative from INCOME, EDUCATION, AGE, 
GENDER, and HOMEOWNERSHIP.
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WHO TURNS OUT TO VOTE?
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Figure 1. Income and Voting Conservative 1964-2019 

 

Figure 2. Income and Turnout 1964-2019 

 

 

Figure 2 examines the relationship between income and turning out to vote over the same General Elections. 
Here we see an almost monotonic increase over time in the ‘turnout advantage’ of higher income groups – even 
if we control for other determinants of turnout such as age. Notably, this does not appear to have been affected 
by the political realignment since the Brexit referendum. Richer people are now substantially more likely to turn 
out than poorer people. Moving from the poorest to the richest group is associated with a twenty-five percent 
point higher probability of turning out in elections since 2010, as compared to a level of ten percent or until 
2000.  

The greater propensity of richer individuals to turn out is not specific to the United Kingdom. Work by political 
scientists suggests that this is systematic across OECD countries and is higher in countries with relatively high 
income inequality (Beramendi and Anderson, 2008). 

Unlike the case of vote choice, the pattern relating income to turnout is consistent with the relationship between 
occupational class and turnout identified by Evans and Tilley (2017), which shows a widening of the turnout gap 
between working class and middle class (however defined) citizens. This suggests that education and income 
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Figure 3. Education and Voting Conservative 1964-2019 

 

 

If we break our education variable into measures for having a degree or having upper secondary education – 
with lower secondary the omitted category – we find degree-holders were almost twenty-five percent points 
less likely to vote Conservative in 2019 than people who did not complete upper secondary education. 
Completing upper secondary education was associated with being five percent less likely to vote Conservative 
compared to not completing it. Hence holding a university degree appears to be the key factor driving voting 
behaviour. 

Looking at turnout, in Figure 4, we see that higher education has been associated with a much higher propensity 
to turn out at least since the 1970s. By 2019, this had grown to its highest level: a one point increase in education 
is associated with around eight percent higher likelihood of voting.   

Figure 4. Education and Turnout 1964-2019 

 

How can we reconcile these two findings? As discussed above, it is not clear that educational inequality has 
increased in the United Kingdom, unlike the case for income and wealth inequalities. Instead, the UK has 
substantially increased educational achievement at both the upper secondary and degree levels over the past 
four decades. What has changed is that polarisation over education has entirely flipped since the 1960s. 
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Figure 7. Education and Voting Conservative in 2019 by Age Group 

 

Where we do see changes over time is in the relative participation in voting of younger and older citizens. From 
1997 onwards, there has been a sharp shift in generational patterns, with older people substantially more likely 
to vote. The age gap in voting has increased from about 2.5% per decade to around 6% per decade. To the degree 
that policy responsiveness in the UK appears more targeted to older citizens – as we discuss in Section 5 – this 
differential degree of political participation appears the cause. 

Figure 8. Age and Turnout 1942-2019 

 

1.3.3 Wealth Inequality: Homeownership 
 

The United Kingdom is a highly densely populated country with a core global city and generations of landholding 
wealth. On the face of it, it is not surprising that wealth inequality, particularly as embodied in residential 
property, is politically salient. But for most of Britain’s recent political history, the politics of wealth looked fairly 
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Figure 10. Homeownership and Turnout 1964-2019 

 

 

 

 

1.3.4 Wealth Inequality: Regional 
 

It is not only homeownership per se that connects British housing markets to politics. The long housing boom 
from the early 1990s to the late 2000s also magnified differences in house prices across - and indeed within – 
regions.  

The value of housing in the UK, as well as the structure of housing tenure, has political implications, not least 
because local house prices are one of the most effective ways of distinguishing cross-regional economic 
differences. Unlike the case of income, house prices are tied to specific localities. Furthermore they also reflect 
the stock of economic value in a location rather than its current flow. Finally, median house prices tend to vary 
more than median incomes across the UK. Hence examining house prices helps us to understand the political 
consequences of growing regional inequalities in Britain. 

Britain’s electoral system amplifies the importance of growing wealth inequality across regions. First Past the 
Post is a geographically concentrated system, which means that it is difficult for parties to assemble coalitions 
of voters who are thinly spread geographically. Instead, parties will focus on winning pluralities within 
constituencies and concentrate their resources on ‘swing districts’ potentially ignoring homogenous, ‘captured’ 
areas and support bases. 

Finally, rising and unequal house prices might have direct political implications for homeowners. A recent wave 
of scholarly work in political science has shown that owners of more expensive housing appear to have quite 
distinct preferences to those owning cheaper housing on what we might term first- and second-dimension 
politics. 

First-dimension politics refers to preferences over the economic dimension of politics, anchored between 
support for higher taxes and redistribution and lower taxes and redistribution. Since most taxation falls on flows 
of income (either directly as income taxation or indirectly as consumption taxation), the political science 
literature has long found a strong correlation between higher income and greater support for lower taxes and 
spending, though as noted in the previous section, this has weakened in recent years.  

INCOME EDUCATION AGE HOMEOWNER

Older, more educated, richer, and home owning people 

have become ever more likely to vote
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WHO DO PEOPLE VOTE FOR?
INCOME EDUCATION AGE HOMEOWNER

Older and homeowners still drawn to Conservatives

Richer people also were, until 2019


But… education has completely flipped since 1980s
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Figure 1. Income and Voting Conservative 1964-2019 

 

Figure 2. Income and Turnout 1964-2019 

 

 

Figure 2 examines the relationship between income and turning out to vote over the same General Elections. 
Here we see an almost monotonic increase over time in the ‘turnout advantage’ of higher income groups – even 
if we control for other determinants of turnout such as age. Notably, this does not appear to have been affected 
by the political realignment since the Brexit referendum. Richer people are now substantially more likely to turn 
out than poorer people. Moving from the poorest to the richest group is associated with a twenty-five percent 
point higher probability of turning out in elections since 2010, as compared to a level of ten percent or until 
2000.  

The greater propensity of richer individuals to turn out is not specific to the United Kingdom. Work by political 
scientists suggests that this is systematic across OECD countries and is higher in countries with relatively high 
income inequality (Beramendi and Anderson, 2008). 

Unlike the case of vote choice, the pattern relating income to turnout is consistent with the relationship between 
occupational class and turnout identified by Evans and Tilley (2017), which shows a widening of the turnout gap 
between working class and middle class (however defined) citizens. This suggests that education and income 
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Figure 3. Education and Voting Conservative 1964-2019 

 

 

If we break our education variable into measures for having a degree or having upper secondary education – 
with lower secondary the omitted category – we find degree-holders were almost twenty-five percent points 
less likely to vote Conservative in 2019 than people who did not complete upper secondary education. 
Completing upper secondary education was associated with being five percent less likely to vote Conservative 
compared to not completing it. Hence holding a university degree appears to be the key factor driving voting 
behaviour. 

Looking at turnout, in Figure 4, we see that higher education has been associated with a much higher propensity 
to turn out at least since the 1970s. By 2019, this had grown to its highest level: a one point increase in education 
is associated with around eight percent higher likelihood of voting.   

Figure 4. Education and Turnout 1964-2019 

 

How can we reconcile these two findings? As discussed above, it is not clear that educational inequality has 
increased in the United Kingdom, unlike the case for income and wealth inequalities. Instead, the UK has 
substantially increased educational achievement at both the upper secondary and degree levels over the past 
four decades. What has changed is that polarisation over education has entirely flipped since the 1960s. 
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By the 2019 General Election British party politics had largely realigned along these cultural divides that had 

clearly been brewing before the referendum but had not been fully activated. Since 2016, education has been a 

negative predictor of support for the Conservatives in General Elections. There has been a temptation among 

commentators to attribute this pattern to the distribution of education across age groups in Britain. It is certainly 

true that university education was much less common among people who are today over fifty than among 

younger generations. Is it education, then, or age that is driving voting behaviour? 

However, if, as in Figure 6, we look at voting by age, especially once we control for education, income, and other 

demographics, it is not obvious that age per se has become more important.  In fact, older people have 

consistently been more likely to vote for the Conservative Party since the 1960s, with a decade of age associated 

with around a five percent increased probability of voting Conservative, all else equal.  

 

 

Figure 6. Age and Voting Conservative 1964-2019 

 

Moreover, Figure 7 shows that if we take voting behaviour in the 2019 General Election and look in the British 

Election Survey at how vote choice depends on education, the pattern is very similar across people aged both 

over and under fifty. Bluntly, having a degree drives both younger and older voters away from the Conservative 

Party. Since degree-holders are a minority of the electorate, this polarization on education – regardless of age 

group – has proven beneficial for the Conservative Party in recent elections. 
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Figure 9 begins with the relationship between homeownership and voting conservative over the past six 

decades. The left panel shows the bivariate regression coefficients (with 95 percent confidence intervals). Across 

the whole time period it has always been the case that homeowners are more likely to vote Conservative. From 

1970 to 1992 that relationship appeared to be strengthening, buttressing the Thatcher era strategy of Right to 

Buy. Homeowners had a probability of voting Conservative twenty-five to thirty percent points higher than non-

owners. However, there was a sharp fall in the relationship - to around twenty percent points - following the 

1997 Election as New Labour captured homeowners (as well as marking Labour’s best electoral performance in 

general across the time period). That relationship appears fairly constant thereafter though perhaps with a drop 

off in 2019. The right panel shows the multivariate coefficients – hence controlling for age, income, gender, and 

education. Here we see a generally reduced magnitude, though with a similar disjuncture in 1997.  Overall, we 

can conclude that there remains a Conservative advantage among homeowners but it has been more modest in 

recent years. 

Figure 9. Homeownership and Voting Conservative 1964-2019 

 

We now turn to look at the propensity to vote at all in Figure 10. Here we see a more dramatic change in both 

the bivariate and multivariate analyses. In the 1960s and 1970s homeowners were only marginally more likely 

(perhaps around five percent points) to vote than non-homeowners. By the mid 2000s this had increased 

dramatically to around twenty-five percent points in the bivariate analysis (fifteen percent points in the 

multivariate analysis). So, to the degree that homeowners in Britain find it politically easy to protect their assets’ 

prices and restrict development, much is likely to depend on their much higher propensity to vote at all. While 

we cannot draw any causal conclusions about British housing policy since the 1960s, the fact that renters have 

becomes ever less likely to vote relative to homeowners is likely to have reduced their effective political ability 

to lobby against policies that favour existing owners. 
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CROSS-CUTTING PATTERNS

Wealthier / high educated areas traditionally voted Conservative but also voted for Remain.


By 2019, these opposing forces had removed connection between local wealth and voting. 
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Figure 11. House Prices and Voting in the 1997 General Election

 
 

The fact that New Labour performed relatively well with homeowners in general and was winning a growing 
number of affluent, high-price constituencies may help to explain the general pro-homeowner veneer of New 
Labour’s housing policy. An important recent article by Dancygier and Chou (2021) argues that New Labour 
deliberately moved away from its voter base in social housing (and to some degree private rental 
accommodation) to focus on attracting homeowners, particularly in well-to-do urban areas. They find that 
Labour’s coalition of support in London shifted strongly towards professionals and intermediate nonmanual 
professions (over fifty percent of support, up from a third in the 1980s) and away from manual workers (from 
forty to around thirty percent of support). The authors find that Labour wards with higher incomes in London 
saw much larger reductions in council housing as the party shifted towards support for gentrification. And they 
quote a Labour Lambeth councillor on the behaviour of the new middle-class base: “Yes, they’d be Conservative 
anywhere else, but Labour in London. They read Guardian, Independent, vote Labour, many work in the public 
sector, doctors, teachers, civil servants.”  

Labour’s success in attracting middle-class, high education voters, often homeowners in expensive areas began 
to dissolve traditional patterns of voting on income, education and wealth lines. Rising inequality in income and 
wealth was thus able to coincide with Labour’s dominance at the polls. However, the greatest shift in this pattern 
of realignment, as we saw earlier in our analysis of education, came as the centre-right began to attract Labour’s 
traditional base of poorer, less educated workers from less expensive areas.  

The Brexit referendum marks the turning point for the final stage of realignment in contemporary British politics. 
Whereas the parts of the country that had boomed over the previous few decades had been highly supportive 
of New Labour and the status quo of EU membership, those areas that had been ‘left behind’ in terms of the 
country’s rising economic fortunes began to turn away.    
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Figure 12. House Prices and Voting in the 2016 EU Referendum 

 

Geographically this pattern is highly connected to house prices – themselves a clear reflection of how valued 
different regions of the country were valued, quite literally in this case. Adler and Ansell (2020) show that voting 
patterns in the Brexit Referendum were strongly associated with house prices at the regional, local authority, 
and even ward level. Moreover, homeowners in the British Election Study who lived in more expensive local 
authorities were more likely to vote Remain than those who lived in cheaper areas (but see Green and Pahontu, 
2021 for an alternative view). Casting out to the parliamentary constituency level and using data estimating 
constituency level for vote for Brexit (Hanretty, 2016 – note referendum votes were counted at the local 
authority level), we see a strong positive relationship between house prices and voting Remain in Figure 12. 

A couple of quite striking things jump out from the figure. Firstly, there are no constituencies with house prices 
above £420,000 that voted to Leave; likewise no constituency with house prices less than £95,000 voted to 
Remain. Secondly, Labour held a large number of the high prices / high Remain constituencies. Third, Labour still 
dominated in the low price, low-Remain seats – the famous Labour Leave constituencies.  

The General Election of 2019 marked the shift of much of this latter group of constituencies into Conservative 
hands. Figure 13 shows that by this point there was essentially no relationship at all between house prices and 
party choice. The initial first-dimension pattern of wealthier constituencies voting Conservative and poorer ones 
voting Labour has been overlaid by a ‘second’ dimension of politics based around Brexit. This dimension, as our 
discussion of education foreshadowed, is based around cultural norms and group identity. As the Conservative 
Party became identified with Brexit and Labour with Remain, the two patterns overlaid and netted one another 
out. Arguably Brexit has rubbed out the traditional connection between economic inequality and vote choice in 
the UK. 
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Figure 13. House Prices and Voting in the 2019 General Election 

 

We can see further evidence of the ‘end of class geography’ if we compare the relationship between 
constituency house prices and the Conservative vote from 1997 to 2019. Figure 14 shows that from 1997 to 
2015, albeit with a dip in 2001, a log-point increase in house prices was associated with a 15 to 20 percent point 
increase in vote for the Conservatives. In 2017 this fell dramatically and by 2019 the relationship had almost 
entirely vanished. 

Figure 14. House Prices and Voting in General Elections from 1997 to 2019 

 

 

1997 GENERAL ELECTION BREXIT 2019 GENERAL ELECTION
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A POLITICAL PARADOX?

Income and wealth gaps between rich and poor 
rose substantially over the last half-century, 
though this mostly ended by early 2000s.


Over the same period, the importance of income 
and local wealth in defining vote choice has been 
stable or declined (especially in last few years).


Polarisation by income has been replaced by 
polarisation by education.


Political inequality still exists but is as connected 
to education/age as much as material conditions.

Ansell, B. and Gingrich, J. (2022), ‘Political inequality’, IFS Deaton Review of Inequalities 
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Summing up representation and participation in the UK 
What have we learned from this examination of British voting behaviour and economic inequality 
since the 1960s? We begin with representation before turning to participation. 

The first thing to note is that rising economic inequalities in income and in house prices do not 
appear to have widened political polarisation, at least in terms of party choice and 
representation. In fact, while there is some evidence that growing income inequality in the 1980s 
amplified the income gradient in voting, the impact of both family income and house prices on 
voting Conservative appears to have declined since the 1990s. Instead, a first dimension of class 
politics, which we might have anticipated would have been accentuated by rising economic 
inequality, has if anything been replaced by a second dimension of group-cultural preferences, 
most notably in the Brexit vote and in the ensuing General Elections of 2017 and 2019. 

The second thing to note is that the decline in educational inequality – measured by the growing 
proportion of people with a degree and decline in those without qualifications – has been 
associated with a flip in the educational voting gradient. Whereas the more educated traditionally 
voted Conservative, since the 1990s and again particularly since Brexit, higher-educated people 
have shifted to Labour. Arguably, this has occurred because the parties have become associated 
with differences in second-dimension politics and people with higher education tend to be more 
socially liberal / cosmopolitan. Moreover, this is not simply a function of age – education matters 
similarly across age groups in terms of vote choice. Because people with high education tend to 
have higher incomes and live in more expensive areas, this has created an important cross-
pressure on traditional class voting. In sum, the expansion of the supply of educated workers 
since the 1960s has reduced educational inequality and led to first a decline, then a flip, in how the 
educated were represented in voting. 

Figure 16. Effects of demographics on voting Conservative in marginal and non-marginal 
constituencies, 2015–19 
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WHO GETS ELECTED IN UK?

Parliament has converged to the 
country in gender, ethnicity, and 
private schooling.


The people look more like 
parliament in age, university 
education, and occupational 
structure.


Descriptive representation has, 
broadly speaking, improved.
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1.4: Political Inequality in Descriptive Representation 

We now turn to examine descriptive representation – how far does the makeup of parliament itself match that 
of broader society? As we note in Section 1.2 legislatures around the world tend to be unrepresentative of the 
populations that elect them (and even more so of the wider population they govern). In particular, legislatures 
tend to be more male, older, wealthier, from more white-collar professional backgrounds, and more highly 
educated than populations. How does Britain compare? 

In Figure 15 we provide a series of time-series graphs demonstrating the social makeup of MPs in Parliament 
vis-à-vis the population as a whole. Clearly, we would not expect MPs to perfectly reflect the population per se, 
given this will include children under the voting age. However, keeping wide purview allows us to see trends in 
the wider population as well as among MPs.  

The data on MPs here is drawn from the House of Commons library briefing paper by Audickas and Cracknell 
(2020), which collects data from among Rallings and Thrasher (2009), Kavanagh, Cowley et al (2018), and 
Campbell and Hudson (2018). In a number of cases, for example gender of MPs, this stretches across every 
General Election from 1979 to 2019. In the case of occupational data this ends in 2015.  

We have matched this data to relevant population level comparators. For gender, we have used the population-
wide gender balance of the United Kingdom, for age, we have used median age in the UK, and for ethnicity we 
draw from the estimates of non-white population in the 1991, 2001, and 2011 censuses (the 1991 census was 
the first to code for ethnicity and did not break up white into separate groups in the same ways as future 
censuses). 

For education we draw data on graduates from the Labour Force Survey – their estimate of the percentage of 
graduates in the population. Data on fee paying schools measures the proportion of all children attending fee-
paying schools at that date (so is not a measure made with reference to the full population but to the population 
of that cohort) and comes from the House of Commons library “Education: Historical Statistics” survey  by Bolton 
(2012). For Oxbridge attendance we have simply placed a line for the population at just under one percent – 
there is no publicly available data on this. 

For occupation only recent data on the occupational structure of the workforce is available – NOMIS provides 
this from 2005 onwards. Matching population occupation to MP occupation is challenging since these are not 
measured using the same codes. Cowley and Kavanagh (2018) use categories of the professions (law, education, 
medicine, government); business; miscellaneous (politics, journalism, farming); and manual. The group coded 
as professions likely corresponds to the NOMIS group 2 “professional occupations”, and the group coded as 
business to NOMIS group 1 “managers, directors, and senior officials”. Clearly there is likely to be some 
mismatch here, though both sets of occupations are clearly high-skill and white-collar. For “manual” we match 
to NOMIS groups 8 and 9 (“process plant & machine operatives” and “elementary occupations”).   

Figure 15. Descriptive Representation: Parliament and the People  
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How representative is Parliament of the general population in demographic, educational, and occupational 
terms? And has this pattern changed since 1979? 

Beginning with demographics we can see that Parliament has broadly converged towards the makeup of the 
country since 1979. The most striking pattern is in gender balance – women made up just three percent of MPs 
in 1979 but over a third by 2019. Of course, full gender parity is still some distance away (just over a decade on 
current trends) but the Labour Party now has more female MPs than male MPs, with the Conservatives having 
around one quarter female MPs. 

In age terms both the country and MPs have gotten older over the last four decades, rather more so in the 
former case, with the median age increasing from 34 to 40. The average age of MPs by contrast has only 
increased by a year and a half (49.5 to 51) since 1979. Unlike a number of political systems that might be archly 
called gerontocracies (such as the US Senate), and despite the growing importance of age in defining both 
turnout and vote choice, the UK parliament remains relatively youthful.  

Finally, Parliament has become substantially more ethnically diverse since 1979. Indeed, it was not until 1987 
that any ethnic minority MP had been elected in the postwar era. Ethnic minorities now make up ten percent of 
Parliament. Of course, the UK has also become more ethnically diverse over this period. Ethnicity was not added 
to the census until 1991 and we do not yet know the 2021 census count but between 1991 and 2011 the 
percentage of the population identified as ‘non-white’ increased from six to fourteen percent. As with gender, 
MPs do not yet reflect national demographics but there has been a substantial narrowing of difference. 

Turning to education, we begin by looking at the proportion of MPs who were university graduates. This 
increased from just over sixty percent in 1979 to almost eighty percent by 2017. MPs were clearly always 
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WHO GETS WHAT?

Policymaking and public opinion have 
been broadly thermostatic.


Policymakers appear to have been more 
responsive to older voters’ needs 
(pensions, limited house-building) and 
less so to younger voters, especially 
those on working age benefits. 


This matches the patterns we see with 
who turns out to vote. But not the 
aggregate public support for different 
types of spending.

Ansell, B. and Gingrich, J. (2022), ‘Political inequality’, IFS Deaton Review of Inequalities 
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Conservatives’ more recent ‘levelling up’ agenda suggests some flexibility here, even absent the 
pandemic.  

Thus, we see close to four decades of cuts and growing conditionality for benefits for low-income 
working-age childless adults, but the introduction of and later growth in the minimum wage. After 
cuts in state pensions in the early 1980s, there has been general uprating of benefits for 
pensioners from the mid 1990s that has held steady through the 2010s. The Labour governments 
of the 2000s did substantially expand benefits for low-income families (both child and housing 
benefits) and some groups of working adults (through tax credits), but these benefits have proven 
more vulnerable over time.  

What do these trends imply for policy responsiveness? Has British public policy been responsive 
to the growth in income inequality underway from the 1970s to the 1990s and to its stabilisation 
since 2000? From the vantage point of 2022, when tax take as a proportion of national income 
recently reached its highest point since at least the 1960s, superficially there does appear to have 
been a positive relationship between income inequality and tax and spending since the latter 
reached their nadir in 1991. Looking more closely, the pattern of spending was largely related to 
partisan control of government, with substantial decline over the 1980s Conservative era and a 
countervailing rise under New Labour. Though spending declined under the Cameron 
government, Conservative policy under Boris Johnson’s premiership bucked the traditional 
partisan trend in spending, much like traditional partisan patterns of voting have dissolved since 
2016.  

Figure 18. British Social Attitudes Survey: preferences over retirement versus childcare 
spending by education and age 

 
 

The British public too has reacted thermostatically, though more likely in response to government 
policies than to inequality itself – turning in favour of redistribution over the late 1980s and early 
1990s, against after the turn of the century, and back towards redistribution in the last half 
decade. In this regard, we see evidence for both correcting and corrupting dynamics. On the one 
hand, unlike in the US, where there has been continuously growing income inequality over time 
but very limited redistribution, many aspects of the British welfare state, particularly under New 
Labour, did become more redistributive. On the other hand, the growing polarisation we saw by 
age in terms of both turnout and voting in Section 3 aligns with the direction of policy, which has 
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RESPONSIVENESS
In general, people with lower 
education, lower income, 
who rent, or who are older 
feel government doesn’t 
listen to them.


But gaps have narrowed in 
past few elections.


Angry winners?

 37 

1.5.2 Policy Legitimacy in the UK 
 

We conclude by considering the question of legitimacy. Does the British public feel that their preferences are 
indeed listened to by Westminster politicians? Do they feel that politicians are indeed responsive? To tap public 
views about legitimacy we can only really rely on survey responses to questions that try to tap this latent 
attitude. No question is perfect, and it is hard to distinguish between views that emphasize the respondent (“no-
one listens to people like me”) and those that emphasize politicians (“they don’t listen to anyone”). Furthermore, 
to analyse long-run changes in legitimacy we are forced to rely on the few questions that have been consistenly 
asked in surveys over the past few decades. 

We choose to look at one particular question asked since 1987 (except in 2010) in the British Election Study. This 
is a five point scale in answer to the prompt “people like me have no say in what the government does”, from 
strongly disagree to strongly agree. We dichotomise this variable to separate out “agree” and “strongly agree” 
from the three other categories. The question essentially asks respondents for their views about substantive 
representation in the UK (“having a say” in “what the government does”). Still, we should be careful – there are 
two things at work in the question – evaluation of whether particular groups are listened to (“people like me”) 
and general government responsiveness (“what the government does”). Political equality can break down at 
both points. 

Figure 17 examines responses to this question in election studies from 1987 to 2019, breaking down responses 
by groups (adjusted for sample weights). We look at four types of grouping, corresponding to those discussed in 
Section 3 on turnout and vote choice: education, age, homeownership and income. 
 

Figure 17. Percent Responding Agree or Strongly Agree that “People Like Me Have No Say in What 
Government Does” 1987-2019 

 

The first thing to note is that over time, the British public has become slightly more likely to agree with the 
prompt that they have no say in what the government does. In 1987 the average proportion agreeing with the 
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TAKE HOMES

1. Inequality in political participation 
has widened dramatically


2. High income and highly educated 
people have moved in opposite 
directions in party choice.


3. Poorer and richer regions now have 
more similar voting patterns. 
Polarisation increasingly around 
education.

4. Parliament looks increasingly 
like the public. Policymakers 
have been broadly in tune with 
public opinion but with age-bias.


5. Legitimacy remains low but 
gaps have narrowed.
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